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Abstract
Recent advances in the technology of wireless electronic devices have made possible to build
ad–hoc Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) using inexpensive nodes, consisting of low–power
processors, a modest amount of memory, and simple wireless transceivers. Over the last years,
many novel applications have been envisaged for distributed WSNs in the area of monitor-
ing, communication, and control. Sensing and controlling the environment by using many
embedded devices forming a WSN often require the measured physical parameters to be as-
sociated with the position of the sensing device. As a consequence, one of the key enabling
and indispensable services in WSNs is localization (i.e., positioning).
Moreover, the design of various components of the protocol stack (e.g., routing and Medium
Access Control, MAC, algorithms) might take advantage of nodes’ location, thus resulting in
WSNs with improved performance. However, typical protocol design methodologies have
shown significant limitations when applied to the field of embedded systems, like WSNs. As
a matter of fact, the layered nature of typical design approaches limits their practical use-
fulness for the design of WSNs, where any vertical information (like, e.g., the actual node’s
position) should be efficiently shared in such resource constrained devices. Among the pro-
posed solutions to address this problem, we believe that the Platform–Based Design (PBD)
approach Sangiovanni-Vincentelli (2002), which is a relatively new methodology for the de-
sign of embedded systems, is a very promising paradigm for the efficient design of WSNs.
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In particular, the PBD methodology allows to define a standard set of services and interface
primitives (called Sensor Network Services Platform or SNSP) that can be made available to an
application programmer independently from implementation issues on any (wireless) sensor
network platform.
In the depicted context, the present contribution reports our recent research advances along
two main directions. Firstly, we exploit the PBD methodology for the efficient design of ad–
hoc WSNs with localization capabilities. In particular, the PBD paradigm is used to derive a
fully distributed positioning algorithm, and a general protocol architecture for WSNs. Sec-
ondly, we validate the suitability of a practical implementation of the proposed solutions onto
commercially available WSN platforms, and analyze their achievable performance in realistic
propagation environments.
More specifically, the contributions of the present research work are as follows: 1) we will
define a PBD–inspired Location Service (LS) along with its parameters and service primi-
tives, which collects and provides network–wide information about the nodes’ spatial posi-
tion, 2) we will introduce a novel iterative positioning algorithm, which is called Enhanced
Steepest Descent – ESD Tennina et al. (n.d.), and will show, by using computer–based simula-
tions, that it can outperform other well–known distributed localization algorithms in terms of
estimation accuracy and numerical complexity, 3) we will analyze the implementation issues
related on mapping the ESD algorithm onto the CrossBow’s MICAz sensor node platform,
and investigate, via experimental activities, the effect of network topology and ranging er-
rors on the performance of the proposed distributed localization algorithm, and 4) we will
test the performance of the ESD algorithm during an extensive campaign of measurements
conducted by using the Texas Instruments (TI)/Chipcon CC2431’s hardware location–finder
engine in a realistic and dynamic indoor propagation environment. We will show that the
ESD algorithm can be efficiently used to improve the localization accuracy provided by the
CC2431’s location–finder engine. Moreover, as a byproduct of this latter experimental activ-
ity, we will show that the need of site–specific parameters for the correct operation of the
CC2431’s location–finder engine may severely reduce the localization accuracy of the system
in dynamic environments, as well as propose and validate a simple solution to counteract this
problem.

Keywords: Platform Based Design (PBD), positioning, ad–hoc wireless sensor networks.

1. Introduction

1.1 Overview
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are distributed networked embedded systems where each
node combines sensing, computing, communication, and storage capabilities Goldsmith &
Wicker (2002). Due to their unprecedented design challenges and potentially large revenues,
in recent years WSNs have witnessed a tremendous upsurge in interest and activities in both
academia and industry Dohler (2008). In particular, they have become increasingly popular
in military and civilian sectors, and have been proposed for a wide range of application do-
mains, e.g., control and automation, logistics and transportation, environmental monitoring,
healthcare and surveillance.
In general, WSNs are required to possess self–organizing capabilities, so that little or no hu-
man intervention for network deployment and setup is required. A fundamental component

1.2 Aim and Motivation
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1. Introduction

1.1 Overview

of self–organization is the ability of sensor nodes to “sense” their location in space, i.e., de-
termining where a given node is physically located in a network Bachrach & Taylor (2005);
Wang & Xiao (2007). In particular, node localization is a key enabling capability to support a
rich set of geographically aware protocols for distributed and self–organizing WSNs Mauve
& Widmer (2001), and for achieving context–awareness.
It is well–known Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. (1997), that the Global Positioning System (GPS)
can greatly facilitate the task of location estimation by potentially allowing every GPS–
equipped receiver to accurately localize itself in any point located on or above the Earth sur-
face. However, GPS–based localization solutions are often considered a non–completely vi-
able and well–suited solution for position estimation in WSNs, as sensor nodes are supposed
to operate at low–complexity and low–power consumptions Bulusu et al. (2000). Moreover,
GPS–based solutions have the undesirable side–effect that they cannot provide reliable loca-
tion estimates in indoor environments, and in the presence of dense vegetation Perkins et al.
(2006); Savvides et al. (2001). As a consequence of the above, much research has been done
in the WSNs community to develop new techniques for localization in those environments
where GPS–aided positioning is either unfeasible or does not meet the design requirements
and paradigms of networked embedded systems, i.e., the so–called GPS–denied (or GPS–less)
environments. The result of this intensive research work has been the proposal of many new
solutions (alternative to GPS) to address the problem of distributed network location discov-
ery (see, e.g, Santucci et al. (2006) and references therein). However, in Langendoen & Reijers
(2003); Wang & Xiao (2007) the authors have clearly shown that among the existing algorithms
none seems to perform better than the others, and claim that the definition of location algo-
rithms with accurate positioning capabilities and low communication and computation costs
for GPS–denied environments is still an ongoing area of research at both theoretical and ex-
perimental levels.
Furthermore, existing solutions for location estimation have often been obtained without con-
sidering the fundamental interactions of positioning algorithms with other entities of the pro-
tocol stack: in other words, current solutions do not adopt a methodological view of the whole
protocol stack for system optimization. As a matter of fact, the traditional design approach
is based upon the ISO–OSI layered model, i.e., the whole system is decomposed in a layered
fashion, and the design of each layer follows the isolation principle. In general, lower lay-
ers are abstracted by means of a set of service primitives, while the higher layers in term of
service requirements. This approach greatly simplifies the design task, but may lead to sub-
optimal design solutions Kawadia & Kumar (2005). Moving from this consideration, novel
design approaches are being developed by several researchers with the aim to design more
efficient protocol solutions. Among the various alternatives, cross–layer design methodolo-
gies Srivastava & Motani (2005) are receiving a significant interest by the research community.
In particular, the cross–layer approach advocates the benefits, in terms of costs and perfor-
mance, of a joint design of the functionalities at different layers. In fact, it allows to reduce
the duplication of functionalities, which may arise when designing each layer in isolation,
and provides a joint optimization of system parameters. Nevertheless, cross–layer design is
known to raise the design complexity, and to reduce the modularity and thus the re–use of
system components Kawadia & Kumar (2005).

1.2 Aim and Motivation
In the light of the above overview, the main aim of the present manuscript is threefold: i) to
propose the adoption of a novel methodology to design an efficient Location Service for
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WSNs, thus overcoming the limitations of current design methodologies based on ISO–OSI
and cross–layer paradigms, ii) to introduce a novel atomic localization algorithm with im-
proved performance with respect to current solutions, and iii) to offer a solid proof of concept
of the proposed methodologies and algorithms by means of computer simulations and exper-
imental activities conducted with some WSNs testbeds.

1.2.1 The Need for A Novel Methodological Approach
In general, the WSN domain presents several challenging problems: it is characterized by hard
real-time constraints, it has to be fault tolerant and design–error free, and it has to react to a
nondeterministic adversary environment. Although existing cross–layer design paradigms
seem to solve the limitations shown by the ISO–OSI approach, we emphasize a methodology
that favours re–use at all levels of abstraction to keep the design complexity at a moderate
level. The goal is to design a sensor node which is able to reconfigure itself and to form a
network without any need for expensive infrastructure.
To meet the above design goals and requirements of WSNs, we adopt a recently proposed
design methodology for embedded wireless systems, which is called Platform Based Design
(PBD) Sangiovanni-Vincentelli (2002). The basic tenets of this methodology are: i) an orthog-
onalization of concerns, i.e., the separation of the various aspects of design to allow more
effective exploration of alternative solutions, and ii) a meet–in–the–middle process, where
successive refinements of specifications meet with abstractions of potential implementations.
Basically, orthogonalization of concerns pushes to identify parts of the system which are inde-
pendent enough (orthogonal) to be designed in separate steps. This is the same approach pur-
sued in the traditional ISO/OSI model, where orthogonal functionalities of a network node
have been identified and grouped in the well–known 7 layers (application, presentation, ses-
sion, transport, network, data link and physical layer). Moreover, the meet-in-the-middle
process advocates a richer abstraction of a layer, where services are exposed together with a
model of cost/performance. The expression meet–in–the–middle thus comes from the fact that
the design of a layer is neither subject to the higher layer requirements, as in a top–down
approach, nor to the lower layer features, as in a bottom–up approach. Instead, service re-
quirements are defined with a notion of the potential capabilities, performance and related
costs of the lower layers (called platforms in the methodology). In other words, the meet–in–
the–middle view of the design process defines an approach that maximizes re–usability and
verifiability, while mantaining constraints on performance, cost and power consumption.
Furthermore, in recent years, the adoption of PBD has been proposed for the design of com-
munication protocols Sgroi et al. (2000) and communication infrastructures Pinto (2008); Pinto
et al. (2008), with particular emphasis on the challenges of wireless communications da Silva
et al. (2000). In Bonivento et al. (2005), the methodology is applied to wireless networked
control systems, with the definition of a flow based on three layers of abstractions, which
takes into account both the design of the control algorithm and of the distributed architec-
ture, as well as the definition of the control application to be mapped over the network nodes.
In Balluchi et al. (2004), the platform–based design approach has been applied to the design of
wireless sensor networks, with the definition of a Network Platform as a collection of services.
Motivated by the above considerations, the first aim of this research work is to show how the
PBD tenets can be applied for the design of an efficient distributed Location Service for WSNs.

1.2.2 The Need for Improved Localization Algorithms

1.2.3 The Need for Experimental Analysis and Validation
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1.2.1 The Need for A Novel Methodological Approach

1.2.2 The Need for Improved Localization Algorithms
Although several optimization algorithms for location estimation have been proposed in the
literature to date, in Wang & Xiao (2007) the authors have recently shown that each of them
exhibits advantages and disadvantages in terms of computational cost, overall accuracy, and
suitability to be deployed onto today’s available WSNs’ devices. Accordingly, one aim of this
contribution is to introduce a novel and more efficient (in terms of computational cost and
accuracy) optimization algorithm suitable for distributed WSNs localization.
Among the various solutions so far proposed in the literature, many authors agree that a
promising approach for distributed sensor node localization is the so–called “recursive posi-
tioning methods”, see e.g. Santucci et al. (2006); Savvides et al. (2001); Wang & Xiao (2007).
Loosely speaking, recursive algorithms are often employed to overcome the limits related to
the short–range communication capabilities of sensor nodes, by enabling the position estima-
tion process to be composed by many subsequent steps/phases through which all the sensors
in the network localize themselves in a distributed fashion Santucci et al. (2006); Savarese
(2002). These techniques have several positive features, e.g., i) they appear to be a good
solution for sensor nodes with limited range capabilities, ii) they may efficiently counteract
the sparse anchor node problem, and iii) they are distributed by nature. However, they still
present several critical design issues, e.g., i) in Savvides et al. (2001) authors have shown that
in recursive approaches the positioning error may accumulate along the iterative process, thus
severally corrupting the final estimates of sensor nodes located in remote areas, i.e., regions
of the network where “startup anchors” (i.e., nodes that are aware of their exact location) are
sparse, and ii) in Dulman et al. (2008); Savarese (2002) authors have verified that some bad
network topologies may introduce significant errors even with accurate distance estimates. In
particular, to cope with error accumulation, accurate optimization algorithms have to be used
for position estimation, but typically with high computational costs and long time, which may
represent a serious limitation for handling e.g. nodes’ mobility.
Motivated by these considerations, the second aim of the present contribution is twofold: i) to
propose a comparative study of various optimization algorithms Nocedal & Wright (2006)
that can be used for position estimation, and ii) to propose an enhanced version of the classical
Steepest Descent algorithm, which we call Enhanced Steepest Descent (ESD), for improving
the efficiency of position estimation.

1.2.3 The Need for Experimental Analysis and Validation
Although most analysis about the performance of WSNs are often conducted via computer–
based (numerical) simulations, such a kind of analysis typically show significant limitations
to assess the actual improvement and implementation issues of the proposed solutions when
the algorithms need to be implemented onto today’s available sensor nodes platforms, and
when the WSN needs to be deployed in a realistic propagation environment. A couple of
examples of these issues may be as follows: i) most analysis conducted via numerical simu-
lations do not take into account the actual and limited capabilities of commercially available
sensor nodes, which often results in the development of novel solutions that, even providing
improved performance, are not implementable onto sensor nodes platforms due to their high
computational complexity and memory requirements, and ii) numerical simulations typically
rely on important assumptions to reproduce, e.g., ranging (i.e., the distance estimation be-
tween pairs of nodes) error models and the wireless propagation conditions, which may not
represent in a consistent way the actual technique used for ranging computation, as well as
the actual characteristics of the wireless propagation channel (e.g., the presence of obstacles,
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non–line–of–sight propagation scenarios, and dynamic motion of objects or people around
the area of interest), respectively. Actually, in the recent period the problem of understand-
ing the real impact of the assumptions typically done for the analysis of ad–hoc networks via
computer–based simulations is receiving a growing attention by the research community. In
particular, recent papers, e.g., Newport et al. (2007), have claimed and verified via experi-
ments that wrong or simplistic assumptions of how radios work may result in a completely
different behavior and performance between simulation and experimentation. Accordingly,
the authors suggest to either use real data as input to simulators or cross–validating simulated
results with accurate experimental activities.
Motivated by the above considerations, the third aim of the present contribution is to validate
the applicability and efficiency of the proposed PBD methodology by means of a WSN testbed
deployed in a realistic propagation environment, as well as to analyze the performance im-
provement provided by the proposed ESD algorithm via experimental activities. In particular,
we will describe two campaign of measurements aiming at analyzing the achievable perfor-
mance (i.e., localization accuracy and reliability) of two WSNs testbed platforms implemented
using commercially available sensor nodes. The measurement campaigns are performed in
two typical GPS–denied environments represented by static and dynamic indoor scenarios.
The WSNs testbed platforms are currently available at the Center of Excellence in Research
DEWS (University of L’Aquila, Italy) – www.dews.ing.univaq.it/dews, and the Networked
Control Systems Laboratory (NCSlab) (the Italian node of the European Embedded Control
Institute (EECI) at the University of L’Aquila) – www.eeci-institute.eu, and are being exten-
sively used for the analysis and design of WSNs for positioning applications.

1.3 Contribution
Motivated by the above considerations, the specific contributions of the present chapter are as
follows: i) we will present a PBD–based Location Service for WSNs and define the set of prim-
itives required for its implementation, ii) we will propose a novel distributed optimization al-
gorithm for nodes’ position estimation, which is an enhanced version of the classical Steepest
Descent and is called ESD, iii) the proposed solution will be compared, via computer–based
simulations, with other well–known optimization algorithms available in the open technical
literature, and its improved performance in terms of error accuracy, computational complex-
ity (i.e., time required to estimate the final position), algorithm initialization, and network
topology will be investigated and discussed, iv) we will show that the ESD algorithm can
be readily implemented onto the CrossBow’s MICAz sensor node platform Cro (2008), and
will substantiate and validate, via experimental activities, the results obtained via simulation
when realistic ranging measurements are used at the input of the algorithm, and v) by means
of off–line computer simulations performed on real captures acquired with the TI/Chipcon’s
CC24311 testbed Tex (2008) in a highly dynamic indoor environment, we will prove that the
ESD algorithm can be effectively used to further refine the position estimated by the CC2431’s
location engine, thus yielding a non–negligible improvement in estimating the actual position
of a sensor node with a modest increment in computational complexity.

1 CC2431 sensor nodes developed by Texas Instruments (TI)/Chipcon are widely recognized as the first
commercially available System–on–Chip (SoC) solution with a hardware RSS–based (Received Signal
Strength) location–finder engine targeting ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor networking applica-
tions

1.4 Paper Organization

2. Location Service Design for WSNs: A PBD–based Approach
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1.3 Contribution

1.4 Paper Organization
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the PBD–based Location Ser-
vice is described; the functional decomposition into several platforms and their primitives
are then provided. By focusing on the positioning algorithm, Section 3 will describe several
optimization algorithms for WSNs position estimation, and will introduce the proposed ESD
algorithm. In Section 4, simulation results will be presented and commented. In Section 5, the
testbed platforms deployed using both Crossbow’s MICAz and TI/Chipcon’s CC2431 sen-
sor nodes will be introduced, practical implementation issues of the ESD algorithm will be
addressed, and experimental results will be discussed either in static and dynamic indoor
environments. Finally, Section 6 will conclude the paper.

2. Location Service Design for WSNs: A PBD–based Approach

Moving from the basic tenets of the PBD approach described in Sgroi et al. (2003), we consider
a node architecture as depicted in Fig. 1, where i) an Application Interface (API) exposes the
set of relevant services and hides lower networking details; and ii) the Sensor Network Service
Platform (SNSP) is a middleware layer of services, which implements the exposed functional-
ities by resorting to the underlying protocol stack entities. Among the SNSP Sgroi et al. (2003),

Fig. 1. Sensor Network Service Platform and Application Interface.

the Location Service (LS) collects and provides information about the spatial position of the
nodes in the network. A point location is defined as a t–ple of values, which identify the posi-
tion of the node within a reference system. Assuming, e.g., a common 3D cartesian reference
system, a location (i.e., node’s position) is a struct type collecting fields such as: i) the nodes’
coordinates (x, y, z); ii) a scale factor, which defines the resolution, and iii) the accuracy level
yielding the reliability indicator of an estimated position.
Fig. 2 shows the functional decomposition of our designed Location Service into several PBD
platforms, each one characterized by the relevant set of primitives (i.e., services) exposed to-
wards the upper layer, hiding lower level details. In other words, in this framework, the level
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of details increases when moving from the top to the bottom of the protocol stack. In what
follows, we will briefly outline the set of primitives of each defined platform.

Fig. 2. Location Service Platform Stack.

2.1 Location Service Platform

2.2 Location Algorithm Platform
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2.1 Location Service Platform
According to the general setup introduced in Sgroi et al. (2003), the following set of LS primi-
tives and related parameters are assumed at the application interface.

• int LSSetup(struct resolution *r, struct accuracy *a, struct reference *rs, int Time Tmax) sets
the resolution and the accuracy of location data, the reference system and the maximum
time interval for obtaining the location data. A call to this primitive also starts the LS
service.

• int LSUpdate(struct resolution *r, struct accuracy *a, struct reference *rs, int Time Tmax).
Similar to the LSSetup(), but at run–time.

• struct location LSGetLocation(int NodeID) returns the location of the node with ID =
NodeID.

Accordingly, at the highest layer, we consider a set of primitives which simply consists in the
attempt of each node to be aware of its position as soon as it starts operating into the network.
Furthermore, this layer imposes a set of requirements which propagate deeply in the stack and
which has to be met by the lower levels, i.e., by choosing the proper solutions. In this case,
these requirements typically deal with i) the maximum allowable accuracy of the final position
estimation of each node, ii) the maximum percentage of nodes allowed to remain unlocalized,
and iii) the maximum time required to complete the position estimation algorithm.

2.2 Location Algorithm Platform
This is the core platform, where the mathematical model of the positioning algorithm is de-
fined and performance is evaluated in order to meet the previous application’s requirements.
In this platform, we can consider the class of distributed and cooperative recursive positioning
algorithms briefly described in Section 1.2.2. A set of primitives is listed and briefly described
in what follows.

• float distance LAGetRange(int NodeID) operates a cooperative ranging2 procedure be-
tween a node and the neighbor having ID = NodeID. NodeID denotes a node identi-
fier, which is used by a node to identify its neighbors;

• struct location LAInitialEstimation() returns the initial position estimation according to
a predefined criterion. Alternatives for initial estimation include the simple random
guess, as well as a smarter, but more complicated, solution like in Savarese (2002);

• struct location LAStep(struct location *arrNeighsLoc, struct refinementParameters par, int
Time Tup) proceeds one step ahead with the positioning algorithm once new information
about positions of neighbors is collected. It returns the updated position estimation of
the present node. When a stop criterion is reached3, node starts broadcasting its actual
estimation;

• void LABroadcast(struct location *loc) locally broadcasts the present position and accuracy
of the estimate as well;

• LACoordination(struct location *loc) is invoked when a node with insufficient connectiv-
ity cannot resolve an ambiguity in position estimation and requires cooperation of its
neighbors.

2 Ranging is the process of estimating the distance between a pair of nodes Tennina et al. (n.d.).
3 A stop criterion may deal with the fact that the desired accuracy has been reached or that the timeout

(Tup) is expired
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2.2.1 Recursive Positioning Method
As discussed in Section 1, we will consider a recursive positioning method for network lo-
cation discovery. In particular, the well–known recursive and hierarchical method proposed
by Santucci et al. (2006); Savvides et al. (2001) is analyzed for the sake of illustration. The fol-
lowing notation is used: i) a blind node is a node not aware of its position, ii) a startup anchor is
a node aware of its position since the beginning of the location discovery procedure, and iii) a
converted anchor is a blind node that has estimated its position the location discovery process.
The basic version of the algorithm involves the following steps:

• Phase 0: At the beginning, “startup anchors” broadcast their position.

• Phase 1: Blind nodes that are connected (i.e., they are in the neighborhood) to at least
four4 “startup anchors” compute their position.

• Phase 2: Once a blind node has estimated its position, it becomes a “converted anchor”
and broadcasts its estimated position to other nearby blind nodes, thus enabling them
to estimate their positions.

• Phase 3: This process is repeated until the positions of all the nodes that eventually can
have either four “startup anchors” or “converted anchors” are estimated.

• Phase 4: In this phase, an attempt is performed to solve eventual ambiguities for
those nodes that do not have sufficient connectivity, by assuming cooperative decisions
within the set of neighboring nodes (LACoordination()).

As a consequence, depending on the current step of the algorithm, the four anchor nodes
with known positions may be either “startup anchors” or “converted anchors”. Of course,
differently from “startup anchors”, the position of the “converted anchors” is affected by a
certain error. In what follows, we will denote with “reference nodes” both “startup” and
“converted” anchors.

2.2.2 Position Computation
The recursive positioning method described in Section 2.2.1 requires a technique to compute
the location of a blind node from the position of four “reference nodes”, which may be in
part “startup anchors” and in part “converted anchors”. In general, the computation of the
position of a blind node involves two basic steps: i) measuring the distances between pairs of
sensors using the LAGetRange() function, and ii) estimating the node’s position via the opti-
mization of a given cost function obtained from the measured distances, using the LAInitialEs-
timation() function first and the LAStep() function after.
With regard to position computation from range estimates, in the literature two basic family
of algorithms are often considered: i) triangulation, which foresees to estimate the position
of the unknown node by finding the intersection of four spheres in a three–dimensional en-
vironment, and ii) multilateration, according to which the estimated position is obtained by
reducing the difference between the actual measured distances and the estimated Euclidean
distances between blind and reference nodes, i.e., via the minimization of an error cost func-
tion. According to Wang & Xiao (2007), the main difference between the two approaches is
that multilateration algorithms are more robust to noisy range measurements. Both methods
will be analyzed and compared in the present manuscript.

4 In order to compute the position of a blind node we need, at least, ranging measurements from four
anchor nodes in a three–dimensional space Tennina et al. (n.d.).

2.3 Ranging / DataLink Platform

2.4 Physical Platform
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2.2.1 Recursive Positioning Method

2.2.2 Position Computation

2.3 Ranging / DataLink Platform
With regard to distance estimation between pairs of nodes, several methods have been pro-
posed in the literature (see, e.g., Patwari et al. (2005) for a survey). In our design stack, this
role is managed by the Ranging/Datalink platform, which joins the design of the ranging ca-
pabilities of a node (i.e., which kind of algorithm is used to estimate the mutual distances)
with the design of the communication protocol (i.e., which kind of medium access control is
adopted and how the message passing is accomplished). A subset of primitives is listed and
briefly described in the following.

• float distance RDLGetRange(object source, float tol, float accuracy) is the primitive by which
a distance measurement (i.e., ranging) is obtained from the measurement of a physical
parameter, which can be, e.g., the received signal strength (RSS) or the signal time of
arrival (ToA). In addition, this primitive prepares the underlying physical entities for
starting ranging operations, which typically require better accuracy if compared to the
one adopted for communication purposes;

• int RDLSetBOParameters(int BO, int α, int β) is the primitive which sets the maximum
value of the actual BackOff counter, as well as the parameters α and β, which represent
the increasing and decreasing steps for the back off counter, respectively;

• int RDLIncreaseBOValue(int BO, int α) is the primitive that increases the BackOff counter
based on a parameter α and some rules, as Binary Exponential Backoff or Multiplicative
Increase Linear Decrease (MILD) Bhargahavan et al. (1994);

• int RDLDecreaseBOValue(int BO, int β). Similar to the previous one, this primitive de-
creases the BackOff counter based on a quantity β and some rule;

• int RDLSend(int NodeID, object Data, int Time Ttrans) is a primitive which allows the node
to send Data to the neighbor having ID = NodeID, subject to a timeout (Ttrans) for the
transaction;

• int RDLReceive(object *Data) is a primitive alerting the node about the arrival of Data
from a neighbor.

As a matter of fact, at this level we have designed a subset of basic communication primitives,
i.e., those derived from the class of Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) with Collision
Avoidance (CA) MAC protocols, adopted e.g. in IEEE Std 802.15.4: Wireless Medium Access
Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) Specifications for Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Net-
works (WPANs) (2006), jointly with the definition of some primitives structured to support
cooperative ranging in the contest of the mentioned localization application.

2.4 Physical Platform
This platform allows physical connectivity among nodes within the transmission range. For
positioning purposes, we can define the following service primitives.

• int PhySetup(int PTX, float TRES, float δ) sets values of physical parameters, such as
transmission power level, maximum time resolution and delay for a synchronization
process.

• int PhyUpdate(int PTX, float TRES, float δ). Similar to the PhySetup(), but at run–time.

• object sourceVal PhyGetRange(object source, float TRES) is the primitive which supports
RDLGetRange(). It gets the value of a physical parameter, so that RDLGetRange() can
convert this value in a distance estimate based on the type of physical parameter and
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a mathematical model of conversion. For example, if ranging measure is done by RSS,
the source would likely be an acquisition via ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) of the
incoming signal strength.

At this interface several other internal parameters can be considered, due to the complexity of
the transceiver design. Most of these parameters are also handled by Resource Management
Service “which allows an Application or a Service to get or set the state of the physical ele-
ments of the hardware” Sgroi et al. (2003). Due to likely tight constraints on spatial resolution
for ranging measurements, wideband or Ultra Wide–Band are interesting opportunities for
signal design at the physical layer. If compared to other technologies for ranging, e.g., ultra-
sound Calamari Project (n.d.), UWB may provide highest resolution because it relies on very
short impulses and large bandwidth, and ranging can be somehow embedded in a synchro-
nization process with tuneable settings5.
However, in the present contribution we consider the RSS measurements at the PhyGetRange()
function (and in turn at the RDLGetRange() function), as it is nowadays a measure easily avail-
able on many commercial off–the–shelf sensor node platforms, such as the CrossBow’s MICAz
and the TI/Chipcon’s CC2431 ones, which are used in our experimental activities and mea-
surements. To be used in practice (see Section 5.1), RSS–based techniques need a calibration
phase to estimate the path loss low, a relation between the received signal power and the ac-
tual distance between the nodes (by assuming the transmit power is known and fixed). These
calibration issues will be analyzed in the present paper, as well as the impact of outdated
measurements on the system performance.

3. ESD: A Novel Localization Algorithm for WSNs

3.1 Notation
The aim of this section is to introduce a novel localization algorithm for WSNs. To do so, let
us first introduce some basic notations useful for analytical formulation. By assuming an area

with NA, {Ai}
NA

i=1, “startup anchors” and NU ,
{

Uj

}NU

j=1
, blind nodes, the following notation

will be used throughout this chapter: i) bold symbols will be used to denote vectors and ma-

trices, ii) (·)T will denote transpose operation, iii) ∇ (·) will be the gradient, iv) ‖·‖ will be the
Euclidean distance and |·| the absolute value, v) ∠ (·, ·) will be the phase angle between two

vectors, vi) (·)−1 will denote matrix inversion, vii) ûj =
[

ûj,x, ûj,y, ûj,z

]T
will denote the esti-

mated position of the blind node
{

Uj

}NU

j=1
, viii) uj =

[

uj,x, uj,y, uj,z

]T
will be the trial solution

of the optimization algorithm, ix) ūi = [xi, yi, zi]
T will be the positions of the reference nodes

{Ai}
NA

i=1, and x) d̂j,i will denote the estimated (via ranging measurements) distance between

reference node {Ai}
NA

i=1 and blind node
{

Uj

}NU

j=1
. Moreover, for analytical simplicity, but with-

out loss of generality, we will present the optimization algorithms by assuming NU = 1 and
NA = 4.

5 At the receiver, synchronization can be done by using a correlation mechanism between the received
signal and a local signal (template) Stiffler (1968) or a delayed version of the received signal itself (dif-
ferential receiver Alesii, Antonini, Di Renzo, Graziosi & Santucci (2004); Alesii, Di Renzo, Graziosi &
Santucci (2004))

3.2 Triangulation Method

3.3 Multilateration Method

3.3.1 Classical Steepest Descent (SD)
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3. ESD: A Novel Localization Algorithm for WSNs

3.1 Notation

Before going into the details of the novel ESD algorithm, let us also summarize some basic
localization methods with the aim to highlight the main advantages and superiority of the
proposed solution.

3.2 Triangulation Method
In this method, the position of node U1 is obtained by inferring a geometric triangulation
among estimated and actual distances. Accordingly, the unknown position is obtained by
finding a solution that simultaneously solve the following set of equations:























(x1 − u1,x)
2 +

(

y1 − u1,y

)2
+ (z1 − u1,z)

2 = d̂2
1,1

(x2 − u1,x)
2 +

(

y2 − u1,y

)2
+ (z2 − u1,z)

2 = d̂2
1,2

(x3 − u1,x)
2 +

(

y3 − u1,y

)2
+ (z3 − u1,z)

2 = d̂2
1,3

(x4 − u1,x)
2 +

(

y4 − u1,y

)2
+ (z4 − u1,z)

2 = d̂2
1,4

(1)

This system of equations can be solved using a Least Squares solution, which yields û1 =
(

ATA
)−1

ATb, where matrix A and vector b can be found in Savarese (2002). In general, tri-
angulation methods may fail to find a solution for the system in (1) when range and reference
position estimates are noisy. Multilateration methods are, in general, preferred in this case.
The triangulation method will be denoted as the INV method throughout the paper.

3.3 Multilateration Method
In this method, the position of node U1 is obtained by minimizing the error cost function F (·)
defined as follows:

F (u1) =
NA

∑
i=1

(

d̂1,i − ‖u1 − ūi‖
)2

(2)

such that û1 = arg min
u1

{F (u1)}. The minimization of (2) can be done using a variety of nu-

merical optimization techniques, each one having its own advantages and disadvantages in
terms of accuracy, robustness, convergence speed, complexity, and storage requirements No-
cedal & Wright (2006). Note that as optimization methods are iterative by nature, we will
denote with index k the k–th iteration of the algorithm and with F (u1 (k)) and u1 (k) the error
cost function and the estimated position at the k–th iteration, respectively. The final estimated
position will be denoted by û1 = u1

(

k̄
)

, where k̄ is such that:

F
(

u1

(

k̄
))

< Φ or k̄ = MAXiter (3)

with Φ being the desired accuracy computed on the error function in (2) and MAXiter being
the maximum number of iterations allowed for the algorithm.
Basically, Equation (3) represents the stop criterion mentioned in Section 2.2; then both design
parameters Φ and MAXiter are application–dependent.

3.3.1 Classical Steepest Descent (SD)
The classical Steepest Descent (SD) is an iterative line search method which allows to find the
(local) minimum of the cost function in (2) at step k + 1 as follows (Nocedal & Wright, 2006,
pp. 22, sec. 2.2):

u1 (k + 1) = u1 (k) + αkp (k) (4)
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where αk is a step length factor, which can be chosen as described in (Nocedal & Wright, 2006,
pp. 36, ch. 3) and p (k) = −∇F (u1 (k)) is the search direction of the algorithm.
In particular, when the optimization problem is linear, in the literature there exist some expres-
sions to compute the optimal step length to improve the convergence speed of the algorithm.
On the other hand, when the optimization problem is non–linear, as considered in this contri-
bution, a fixed and small step value is in general preferred, in order to reduce the oscillatory
effect when the algorithm approaches the solution. In such a case, we have αk = 0.5µ, where
µ is the learning speed Santucci et al. (2006).

3.3.2 Enhanced Steepest Descent (ESD)
The SD method provides, in general, a good accuracy in estimating the final solution. How-
ever, it may require a large number of iterations, which may result in a too slow convergence
speed, especially for mobile ad–hoc wireless networks. In order to improve such convergence
speed, we propose in this contribution an enhanced version of it, which we call Enhanced
Steepest Descent (ESD).
The basic idea behind the ESD algorithm is to continuously adjust the step length value αk as
a function of the current and previous search directions p (k) and p (k − 1), respectively. In
particular, αk is adjusted as follows:











αk = αk−1 + γ if θk < θmin

αk = αk−1

/

δ if θk > θmax

αk = αk−1 otherwise

(5)

where θk = ∠ (p (k) , p (k − 1)), 0 < γ < 1 is a linear increment factor, δ > 1 is a multiplicative
decrement factor, and θmin and θmax are two angular threshold values that control the step
length update.
By using the four degrees of freedom γ, δ, θmin and θmax, we can simultaneously control
the convergence rate of the algorithm and the oscillatory phenomenon when approaching
the final solution in a simple way, and without appreciably increasing the complexity of the
algorithm when compared to the classical SD method. Basically, the main advantage of the
ESD algorithm is the adaptive optimization of the step length factor αk at run time, which
allows to dynamically either accelerate or decelerate the convergence speed of the algorithm
as a function of the actual value of the function to be optimized. In the next sections we will
show the performance improvement introduced by this algorithm.

4. Proof–of–Concept via Computer–based Simulations

In the frame of PBD approach, performance evaluation is a fundamental concern in the map-
ping process between functional description and implementation and it is intended to verify that
a solution actually belongs to the design space defined by the platform, so that higher layer
functional requirements can be met Sgroi et al. (2000). Due to the complexity of network
scenario and the need of modeling various components, we have developed a flexible node
model. We can test algorithms with a full view of the network while abstracting lower proto-
col layer (e.g. datalink) details. Furthermore, with the same framework, we can test specific
node’s behavior by restricting the attention to a reduced number of nodes.

4.1 Atomic Localization

4.1.1 System Setup
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3.3.2 Enhanced Steepest Descent (ESD)

4. Proof–of–Concept via Computer–based Simulations

4.1 Atomic Localization
In this section, we will describe some MATLAB simulation results with the aim to assess the
performance of the proposed ESD algorithm in several operating conditions and compare its
performance with other localization algorithms.

4.1.1 System Setup
The scenario depicted in Fig. 3, is used to have a common reference environment to analyze
the improvement provided by the proposed ESD algorithm, and compare several optimiza-
tion algorithms. For this setup, we assume that the anchor nodes are all “startup anchors”,
which allows to investigate the so–called atomic location discovery problem, i.e., only Phase 1
described in Section 2.2.1 is implicitly considered in this system setup.

Fig. 3. Reference scenario and network topology (atomic localization step/phase).

In Fig. 3, we have three “startup” anchor nodes A1, A2, A3, a non–complanar “startup” an-
chor node A4, and a blind node U1, which may be located in one of the positions Th, with
h = 1, 2, . . . , 9. In order to analyze the impact of the network geometry/topology on the
performance of the optimization algorithms, we have introduced a parameter similar to the
so–called geometric dilution of precision factor Savvides et al. (2001). In particular, in every Th

position the unknown node sees the reference nodes with an increasing angle when moving
from T1 to T9: this corresponds to moving from a scenario (T1) with a bad geometry where
ambiguities may arise during position estimation, towards a scenario (T9) where the unknown
node is surrounded by reference nodes, thus giving an ideally optimal network topology for
position estimation, regardless of the specific algorithm Wang & Xiao (2007).

The main parameters used to obtain simulation results are as follows: i) ū1 = [0, 0, 0]Tm,

ū2 = [6, 0, 0]T m, ū3 = [3, 6, 0]Tm, and ū4 = [3, 3, 1]Tm; ii) the blind node may occupy 9

positions, e.g., u1 = [40, 4, 0]T m in T1 (9◦) and u1 = [3, 4, 0]T m in T9 (216◦); iii) the ranging
error will be modeled as a Gaussian random variable with mean value given by the actual
distance between reference and blind nodes and a fixed standard deviation denoted by σR,
which is supposed to be indipendent from the actual distance; iv) the position error statistics
are obtained by averaging over 2500 realizations of the ranging error for every position of
the blind node; v) in order to analyze the effect of both the initial guess and the network
topology on the optimization algorithm, 36 starting points uniformly distributed on a circle

on the plane z = 0 centered at [0, 0, 0]T and with radius 50m are considered; vi) the maximum
number of iterations for each algorithm is MAXiter = 5000; vii) the tolerance on the minimum
of the error function is Φ = 0.05; viii) the initial learning speed for SD and ESD is µ = 0.1;
and ix) the degrees of freedom for the ESD algorithm are: γ = 0.1, δ = 1.75, θmin = 5◦ and
θmax = 30◦.
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Algorithm Comp. Time (s) Mean Error (m) Std. Error (m)

CG1

0.0253 (T1)

0.0090 (T5)

0.0060 (T9)

7.47 (T1)

1.93 (T5)

1.21 (T9)

6.28 (T1)

1.17 (T5)

0.56 (T9)

CG2

0.0255 (T1)

0.0090 (T5)

0.0058 (T9)

7.44 (T1)

1.93 (T5)

1.21 (T9)

6.23 (T1)

1.18 (T5)

0.56 (T9)

SD

0.2206 (T1)

0.0264 (T5)

0.0115 (T9)

6.65 (T1)

1.93 (T5)

1.26 (T9)

4.14 (T1)

1.07 (T5)

0.61 (T9)

ESD

0.0793 (T1)

0.0096 (T5)

0.0058 (T9)

6.79 (T1)

1.93 (T5)

1.23 (T9)

4.12 (T1)

1.06 (T5)

0.59 (T9)

NLS

0.2615 (T1)

0.0363 (T5)

0.0202 (T9)

6.72 (T1)

1.92 (T5)

1.23 (T9)

4.12 (T1)

1.03 (T5)

0.58 (T9)

INV

0.0001 (T1)

0.0001 (T5)

0.0001 (T9)

15.67 (T1)

3.50 (T5)

2.26 (T9)

9.96 (T1)

2.19 (T5)

1.36 (T9)

Table 1. Comparison of optimization algorithms (CG1 and CG2 are the Fletcher–Reeves Polak–
Ribière and Hestenes–Stiefel algorithms with secant method Tennina et al. (n.d.).

4.1.2 Numerical Results
In Table 1 we have reported a performance comparison of the optimization algorithms de-
scribed in Section 3 in terms of computational time, mean and standard deviation of the posi-
tioning error. We observe that: i) the positioning error increases when moving the blind node
from T1 to T9 due to network topology, as expected, ii) the triangulation algorithm (INV) pro-
vides the worst performance in terms of error accuracy, iii) the ESD algorithm provides the
same accuracy as the SD and NLS6 algorithms, but reaches the final solution faster (this is an
important result for, e.g., mobile networks), iv) the ESD performs as well as the CG7 algo-
rithms in most scenarios, but outperforms them in those network topologies that are prone to
ambiguities (e.g., when the blind node is located in T1–T4 positions).
Fig. 4 shows the performance of all simulated algorithms with respect to the Cramer–Rao
Lower Bound (CRLB) as defined in Dulman et al. (2008). The results are related to a blind
node located in position T4 in Fig. 3, and the horizontal axis shows the starting position used
to initialize every algorithm (i.e, initial guess point), which is an important parameter to be

6 Non Linear Least Square Tennina et al. (n.d.). This is a sophisticated but quite complex solution, because
matrix factorization and Hessian computation are required.

7 Non–Linear Conjugate Gradient Tennina et al. (n.d.). These methods have been used extensively to
solve non–linear optimization problems as they do not require matrix storage and need, in general, a
smaller number of iterations than SD method.
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4.2 Network–wide Localization

4.2.1 System Setup and Numerical Results
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4.1.2 Numerical Results

investigated to analyze the robustness of every optimization algorithm. The results show
that: i) the INV algorithm provides, on the average, the worst performance, which is also
independent from the actual initialization point of the algorithm, ii) CG algorithms are very
sensitive to the initial guess point, and in some scenarios the algorithm may fail to converge
to the true position of the blind node (our experimental trials show that CG algorithms fail to
converge when the initial guess is mirrored by 180◦ with respect to the true node’s position),
and iii) SD, ESD and NLS algorithms seem to perform globally better than the other ones, and
have similar performance. Moreover, these latter algorithms provide results very close to the
CRLB.
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Fig. 4. Performance of the optimization algorithms with respect to the CRLB, and as a function
of the initial guess point. The blind node is in position T4 of Fig. 3.

4.2 Network–wide Localization
In this section we extend the results obtained at the atomic level to a network composed by
several blind nodes to evaluate the performance of our proposed ESD algorithm, i.e. consid-
ering all the phases described in Section 2.2.1.

4.2.1 System Setup and Numerical Results
Accordingly, moving from the architectural view of the nodes already presented in Sgroi et al.
(2003), we developed a node model as shown in Fig. 5, where at the application interface a set
of services for implementing e.g. several kinds of control algorithms over WSNs are exposed.
By focusing on the Network Platform, i.e. the blocks under such application interface, the
introduction of a vertical module should be noted. The vertical nature of this data structure
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is specifically intended to let all layers may have access to the information stored within (e.g.
distance, position estimation and residual energy of batteries for each neighbor). This struc-
ture is intended to be shared also in the simulation code, since various layers use a pointer
for access. Performance evaluation at network level has been carried out by resorting to the
Discrete Event Simulator OMNeT++ Varga (n.d.), in which the node model shown in Fig. 5
has been implemented.

Fig. 5. Reference node architecture Santucci et al. (2006).

As an example, numerical results have been obtained in a network scenario with 100 nodes
randomly (uniform distribution) deployed over a squared area with side length equals to
30m. Five anchors are randomly placed along the perimeter of the network area and have a
transmission range equal to 9m, as large as those exhibited by normal sensor nodes. Moreover,
the error on each distance measurement is modelled as a truncated (between −3σ and 3σ)
zero–mean Gaussian random variable, with standard deviation σ = 0.15m. Nodes implement
also the CSMA–CA algorithm whose primitives have been briefly depicted in Section 2.3.
While previous results showed that the proposed algorithm outperforms in many cases the
solutions existent, in Fig. 6 we show that it allows effectively nodes to obtain good final posi-
tion estimation. As a matter of fact, 83% of nodes has a final position estimation error less than
transmission range and 99% of nodes estimate their position with an error less than twice of
transmission range. Note that the density of nodes in this simulated scenario compensates for
the low number of anchors in the network.

5. Proof–of–Concept via Experimental Tesbeds

5.1 Ranging Model
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Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution of position error (x–axis scale is normalized to the nodes’ radio
range). 83% of nodes have a position error equal or less than transmission range, while 99%
have a position error equal or less than twice of transmission range.

5. Proof–of–Concept via Experimental Tesbeds

In order to assess both implementation issues and performance of the proposed ESD algo-
rithm via experiments besides computer simulations, we have implemented a testbed plat-
form by using both CrossBow’s MICAz (see Cro (2008)) and Texas Instruments/Chipcon
CC2431 (see Tex (2007)) sensor nodes.

5.1 Ranging Model
Both sensor nodes platforms use a RSS–based ranging method, and requires a (known) RSS–
to–distance calibration curve to estimate the distance between pairs of nodes from a RSS mea-
surement Cro (2008), as follows:

d = 10[
RSS−A

10n
] (6)

where d denotes the transmitter–to–receiver distance, n is the propagation path–loss expo-
nent, A represents the RSS value measured by a receiver that is located 1m away from the
transmitter (i.e., reference distance), and RSS is the actual measured value.
In order to estimate this calibration curve, we use the standard procedure described
in Aamodt (2008), which consists in deploying a grid of nodes in the area of interest and
extracting the desired parameters by post–processing the gathered data. Accordingly, a 6m
× 10m grid of sensor nodes has been deployed in the NCSlab, as shown in Fig. 7. The sen-
sors located in the ground floor are receiver nodes, while transmitter nodes are deployed at
the edge of the measurement area, thus yielding a minimum and maximum transmitter–to–
receiver distance of 0.5m and 11.7m, respectively. Moreover, the transmitters can be located at
different heights with respect to the ground floor (ranging from 5cm to 1.2m). To estimate the
calibration curve, the transmitters broadcast packets in a time–scheduled fashion such that
collisions are avoided, and the receivers collect RSS values for each received packet, and then
send a report to the host PC.
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Fig. 7. Deployed testbed using CrossBow’s MICAz sensor nodes for ranging calibration.

The RSS–to–distance reference curve in Equation (6) is obtained via a least–squares best linear
fitting from several collected RSS values (every receiver node measures RSS values during
a 5 minutes acquisition window, resulting in approximately 2000 RSS values). The obtained
result is shown in Fig. 8 along with real measurements. Note that, in Fig. 8: i) the RSS values
are represented as absolute values in arbitrary units, as provided by the receiver nodes, ii) the
distance d in the horizontal axis is normalized to the reference distance of d0 = 1m, and iii) the
computed fitting parameters are A = 59.66 and n = 1.84. Note that a path–loss exponent
smaller than free space propagation is obtained (i.e., n < 2), which is probably due to the
fact that the receiver nodes are located very close to ground floor, which provides a strong
constructive reflected propagation path in addition to the direct one.

5.2 System Setup MICAz
In order to analyze implementation issues of the ESD algorithm, and validate simulative re-
sults of atomic localization with experimental activities, we have deployed CrossBow’s MI-
CAz sensor nodes with a similar setup as the one shown in Fig. 3. The testbed has been
deployed in an empty conference room of our NCSlab.
The main parameters used in this testbed setup are as follows: i) the reference nodes’ positions

are ū1 = [2, 1, 0]Tm, ū2 = [2, 3, 0]Tm, ū3 = [4, 2, 0]T m, and ū4 = [3, 2, 0.5]Tm; ii) similar

to Fig. 3, the blind node may occupy 16 positions, e.g., u1 = [3, 10, 0]Tm in T1 and u1 =

[3, 2.5, 0]Tm in T16; iii) the statistics (e.g., mean value) of the positioning error are obtained by
averaging over 40 independent runs (i.e., acquisitions) of the algorithm for each blind node;
and iv) the maximum number of iterations for the ESD algorithm is 250. Finally, the ranging
error is obtained from RSS measurements as described in Section 5.1. In order to compare
experiments and simulations in a fair way, computer–based analysis having at the input the
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5.2 System Setup MICAz
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Fig. 8. RSS–to–distance ranging model.

ranging model derived in Section 5.1, and considering real RSS captures from each blind node
have been simulated as well.

5.3 Results MICAz
In Fig. 9 we have reported the mean value of the positioning error with respect to the an-
gle under which the unknown node sees the reference nodes (i.e., this curve is obtained by
averaging over the 40 acquisitions), along with its standard deviation. Superimposed to the
experimental results, we have also reported those obtained via computer–based simulations
using the same experimental ranging model obtained in Section 5.1, and having at the in-
put the real experimental captures taken with the testbed. The perfect overlap between the
two curves substantiates the correct implementation of the ESD algorithm on the CrossBow’s
MICAz testbed platform using the NesC programming language Gay et al. (2003). This is an
important result to use the testbed for further analysis aiming at quantifying, via experimental
activities, other important performance indexes, such as power consumptions and complexity,
as well as at judging the overall performance of the ESD algorithm.

5.4 System Setup CC2431
In order to try to overcome the issues related to the off–line RSS–to–distance ranging model
calibration, we have deployed a second testbed in the NCSlab using TI/Chipcon’s CC2431
sensor nodes. The goal of this study is to analyze the impact of an erroneous or outdated es-
timate of the propagation–dependent parameters, propose novel solutions to counteract this
problem, and understand if the proposed ESD algorithm can be efficiently used to further re-
fine the position estimation provided by the location–finder engine, available on TI/Chipcon’s
CC2431 sensor nodes, in a scenario with dynamic changes of the propagation conditions. To
do so, and have a sound understanding of the performance of the ESD algorithm in a more
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Fig. 9. Mean value and standard deviation of the positioning error: comparison between
simulation and experimentation.

realistic scenario than the one analyzed in Section 5.2, we have conducted a campaign of mea-
surements during the opening ceremony day of the NCSlab on March 27, 2008. The event was
characterized by a half–day kick–off conference during which the past, present, and future
activities of the laboratory were presented. The kick–off conference was attended by several
people, and yielded a good occasion to test the performance of the deployed WSN, and, in
particular, to test the achievable performance of the TI/Chipcon’s CC2431 location engine in a
realistic GPS–denied environment, where the propagation characteristics of the radio channel
changed appreciably during the event due to the people’s movement inside the room (i.e.,
dynamic indoor environment). The duration of the event was approximately three hours and
forty minutes, thus providing enough statistical data to well support our findings and conclu-
sions. The data collected during this measurement campaign have been used as an input to
the ESD algorithm and its performance has been quantified via off–line computer–based sim-
ulations, while ongoing research activities concern with an efficient implementation of our
ESD refinement algorithm onto the TI/Chipcon’s CC2431 sensor node platform.

5.4.1 NCSlab Opening Ceremony
The opening ceremony of the NCSlab was characterized by four main phases, which well
describe the dynamic nature of the event and, as a consequence, the dynamic nature of the
propagation environment to be analyzed. In what follows there is a brief description of each
phase:

1. The first phase, which took place before the starting of the ceremony, is characterized
by a progressive increase of the number of people inside the room.

5.4.2 Static Calibration with Measurement Grid – Conference Room Empty (1)

5.4.3 Static Calibration with Anchor Nodes – Conference Room with Furniture (2)

5.4.4 Dynamic Calibration with Anchor Nodes – Continuous Training during the NCSlab
Opening Ceremony (3)
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5.4.1 NCSlab Opening Ceremony

2. The second phase, which took place during the development of the ceremony, is char-
acterized by several people (staying either seated or stand) inside the room, and some
people coming in and going out the room.

3. The third phase, which took place at the end of the ceremony, is characterized by the
vast majority of people staying stand and leaving the conference room.

4. The fourth phase corresponds to the scenario with no people in the room, thus giving a
virtually static indoor scenario with almost fixed propagation characteristics.

The WSN’s setup used during the event is characterized by the following main setting: i) nine
anchor nodes distributed on the room’s perimeter (i.e. in direct communication each other)
broadcast their position every 800ms on a time division basis in order to avoid collisions, ii) a
blind node fixed in the middle of the room estimates its position every 8s, averaging over
10 RSS acquisition per anchor, iii) the anchor nodes are located at 115cm above the ground
floor on the top of wood supports, iv) the blind node is located 115cm above the ground floor
during the first three phases, while it is 59cm above the ground floor during the last phase.
Moreover, four case studies have been investigated and briefly described in the following.

5.4.2 Static Calibration with Measurement Grid – Conference Room Empty (1)
The first case study is related to a static estimation of the propagation parameters needed by
the location engine. As described in Section 5.1, the parameters have been estimated in the
conference room when it was empty, i.e., no chairs and desks were in the room, and with a
grid of 44 “test” nodes deployed 115cm above the ground floor.
This off–line calibration leads to the definition of a curve similar to the one sown in Fig. 7, but
whose fitting parameters for the present testbed platform are A = 39.29 and n = 2.23.

5.4.3 Static Calibration with Anchor Nodes – Conference Room with Furniture (2)
The second case study is still related to a static estimation of the propagation parameters
needed by the location engine. However, with respect to the first case study, the propagation
parameters are estimated in the conference room with furniture. Moreover, similar to the first
case study, the propagation parameters are estimated just once, and are not updated during
the progress of the opening ceremony.
However, the main difference with the previous case study is that A and n are not estimated
by resorting to a grid of “test” nodes. In contrast to the usual method described by Aamodt
(2008), we let anchor nodes performing an adaptive estimation of the propagation parameters
A and n, by resorting to the knowledge of their positions, thus their mutual distances, and
performing a least–squares best linear fitting of the couples (RSS; d) of the Equation 6 Tennina
et al. (n.d.).

5.4.4 Dynamic Calibration with Anchor Nodes – Continuous Training during the NCSlab
Opening Ceremony (3)

In this third case study, we use the same approach as in Case 2 for the estimation of parameters
A and n. However, these parameters are not estimated once, but are continuously updated
on a regular basis during the whole development of the opening ceremony. In Fig. 10, the
estimated propagation parameters are reported as a function of time. These parameters are
those estimated by the blind node, and computed as the arithmetic average of those estimated
by the anchor nodes. We can readily figure out that there is a significant fluctuation of these
parameters during the progress of the conference. This figure qualitatively suggests that using
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an outdated estimate for the channel parameters may certainly yield less accurate estimates
of the distances and thus of the final position estimation of the blind node.
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Fig. 10. Estimated propagation parameters during the NCSlab’s opening ceremony.

5.4.5 Dynamic Calibration with Anchor Nodes – Off–Line Refinement using the ESD Algo-
rithm (4)

The last case study foresees the same scenario and methods already described in Case 3. How-
ever, we introduce a refinement operation to improve the localization accuracy of the system.
In particular, the position estimated by the location engine in Case 3 is not considered as the
final estimated position of the blind node, but it represents the input for the ESD algorithm.

5.5 Results CC2431
In order to understand the improvement of dynamic updating the channel–dependent param-
eters, we can look at Table 2. The following conclusions can be drawn. i) For a fixed phase,
the performance improves significantly when A and n are updated during the progress of the
conference (third column). ii) The improvement is more remarkable during phase two, which
is a very dynamic phase and where the dynamic adaptation is more important. iii) The con-
tinuous training is also beneficial in phases one and three, but the improvement is less evident
due to the short duration of these two phases. iv) Apart from the case study described in Case
1 (first column), using the ESD algorithm to refine the estimated position is always beneficial
to improve the accuracy. v) The reason why the ESD does not improve the performance in
the first case study is due to the fact that the ESD needs the RSSI–to–distance curve to refine
the position. Since this curve is not updated continuously in the first two case studies, the
algorithm may diverge from the actual solution, as we have in column one. This conclusion is
also confirmed by the fact that in an almost static scenario (phase four), the ESD improves the
overall accuracy also without updating the channelŰ-dependent parameters. vi) The larger

6. Conclusions
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5.4.5 Dynamic Calibration with Anchor Nodes – Off–Line Refinement using the ESD Algo-
rithm (4)

5.5 Results CC2431

Phase Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

1 2.69 (3.72) 2.85 (2.27) 2.20 2.00

2 3.04 (5.52) 3.19 (2.97) 1.22 1.03

3 2.77 (3.46) 2.94 (2.26) 2.72 1.93

4 3.04 (1.79) 3.04 (1.32) 2.11 1.28

Table 2. Average positioning error [meters] over the observation time. The value shown into
the parentheses in the first two columns represents the improvement that can be obtained
refining the search with the ESD algorithm (similar to Case 4).

error that can be observed in column two with respect to column one is probably due to the
smaller number of points used to estimate the calibration curve (in both cases A and n are
not updated during the progress of the conference). However, the difference is in the order
of few tens of centimeters, and thus can be acceptable. vii) Finally, we note that, as described
in Section 5.4, the results in phase four cannot be directly compared to the results in the other
phases as the position of the blind node was different. However, also in this case the accuracy
improves when moving from column one to column four.

6. Conclusions

In the present chapter, we report our recent research advances along two main directions.
Firstly, we adopted the Platform Based Design methodology for the efficient design of ad-
Űhoc WSNs with localization capabilities. In particular, the PBD paradigm has been used
to derive a fully distributed positioning algorithm, that we call ESD, and a general protocol
architecture for WSNs. The proposed solution has been compared with other well–known po-
sitioning algorithms available in the open technical literature, and the improvement provided
by the proposed ESD algorithm has been clearly assessed by resorting to computer–based
simulations in both network–wide and atomic scenarios. Secondly, we have validated the
suitability of a practical implementation of the proposed solution onto commercially avail-
able WSN platforms, and analyzed their achievable performance in realistic propagation en-
vironments. Results have clearly shown that the ESD algorithm can be actually implemented
in CrossBow’s MICAz sensor node platforms with a modest computational complexity and
with good localization performance even when using RSS–based ranging methods. The ex-
periments conducted with the TI/Chipcon’s CC2431 sensor node platform have confirmed
this in typical and dynamic environments with any a priori knowledge of channel behavior.
Although most of the results described in the present contribution are related to the perfor-
mance of the localization algorithms in terms of accuracy, robustness, convergence speed,
complexity, and storage requirements of static nodes, we are currently deploying a WSN
testbed to focus our future analysis on i) the evaluation of the energy consumptions of the
ESD algorithm, and its comparison with other positioning algorithms, and ii) the analysis
of the performance when this solution is used to track people or objects moving in typical
GPS–less environments.
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